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Electron paramagnetic resonance is investigated for specimens of europium monoxide (a
magnetic semiconductor) doped with oxygen vacancies, gadolinium, or samarium. The
experimental data show that localized electrons in the doped material are primarily responsible
for the change in the EPR parameters (there is a shift in the effective g-factor, and the
temperature coefficient of the line width is altered). These electrons form magnetic impurity
states whose proper g-factor differs greatly from 2. Theoretical estimates indicate that a
contribution from the conduction electrons should be observable in specimens with carrier
concentrations 2 5 . lo2" ~ m - ~ .

I. INTRODUCTION

Europium monoxide (EuO) belongs to a family of materials with unique magnetic, electric, magnetooptic, and
microwave properties. Experimental results for monochalcogenides of the type EuX are discussed quite fully in Ref. 1
and have been reviewed in Refs. 2-4; in addition, several
chapters in Nagaev's monograph5 are devoted to an up-todate theoretical discussion. Nevertheless, little work has
been done in certain areas, such as electron paramagnetic
resonance (EPR) in EuO. This is because EuO is a magnetically concentrated material and is thus of little interest from
the standpoint of EPR spectroscopy, as it possesses only a
single, rather broad line (AH- lo2-lo3 Oe). However, EPR
can be used to study how the magnetic ions interact with the
charge carriers that are generated in EuO upon doping with
oxygen vacancies or rare-earth metals (Gd, Sm).2-4
Doped EuO contains several types of magnetic moments; these include the moments associated with the E U ' ~
ions making up the magnetic matrix of the compound, the
magnetic moments of the doping rare-earth metals, and the
magnetic moments of the conduction electrons. The high
concentration of paramagnetic E u + ions
~ ( T > T , ) and the
strength of the s ( d ) -f exchange interaction between the
carriers and the E u ' ~ ions precludes EPR and relaxation of
the Eu2+ moments of the type described by the Korringa
theory, and resonance involving the impurity centers or conduction electrons is not observed at rffrequencies. Since only
EPR involving the ions in the magnetic matrix is observed,
the effect of the doping is to alter the g-factor and the line
width as the doping concentration increases.
EPR in undoped EuO and the dependence of the EPR
parameters on doping concentration were first studied experimentally in Refs. 6. The purpose of the present work is to
extend these investigations and give a systematic qualitative
discussion of the experimental findings. The available information regarding the band structure and the structure of the
donor centers in EuX unfortunately does not suffice to permit the development of a quantitative theory.

100<T<400 K. The EuO single- and polycrystal specimens
were doped with Gd and Sm to 2 at. % and contained various
amounts of excess Eu.
Because the compounds EuX are highly ionic and the
"lanthanoid compressionM2is pronounced, Eu, - ,R, 0 solid
solutions obey the Vegard law and x-ray spectroscopy can be
used to determine the concentration x with high accuracy.
This method was used to find x for our specimens (these
measurements were carried out by M. I. Simonova and N.
M. Chebotaev. ) No comparably precise method is available
for measuring the vacancy concentration ( x ) in EuO, . In
particular, values ofx deduced from the vacancy IR absorption line are only approximate. The latter method was used
in Ref. 7, where EuO, specimens with physical properties
similar to ours were grown under comparable conditions; we
will use these values below.
The highly conductive specimens ( u > 1 0 - '.cm- I )
were ground into a powder in order to avoid distortion of the
lineshape from symmetry caused by the skin effect. The
grain size was monitored in terms of the distortion. The powder was imbedded in paraffin, which served to electrically
isolate the particles; this technique is described in detail in
Ref. 8. We merely note that the surface defects produced
during the pulverization apparently did not alter the relaxation processes significantly, since in poorly conducting
specimens ( u < l o - ' .cm- ' ) the resonance field and the
shape and width of the line were identical (to within the
experimental error) for the powders and for the starting single crystals. We used the four-probe method to measure the
dc electric conductivity of the single crystals. Measurements

_.

-.

2. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND RESULTS

In the experiments we employed an ER-9 EPR
spectrometer and an ERS-230 x-ray spectrometer (both are
available commercially ); they were equipped with a thermostat for regulating the temperature to within 1 K,
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FIG. I . Temperature dependenceof the EPR linewidth in rpec~mensw ~ t h
metallic conduction: 1) Eu, , G ~ , O , specimen No. 5 ; 2 ) Eu, ,Sm,O,
s p e c i m e n ~ o 9.
.
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TABLE I. Specimens with nearly stoichiometric compositions.

'

u, SZ- .cm-

Specimen
1. EuO
2. EUO
3 EuO

1

'

n,

V,

CM-3

-

10-7
10-7
1.2.10-'

1

'

1.99 ( 5 )

Oe/x

0.15
0.3

based on the Hall effect were used to find the concentration n
of conduction electrons for specimens with a> lop5 a-1
.cm-'.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1 and in
Tables 1-111. We divide the specimens into three groupsthose with nearly stoichiometric compositions (highly resistive, aa- .cm- I ) , doped specimens behaving as
semiconductors, and specimens exhibiting metallic conduction. Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence AH( T ) of
the line width for two metallic specimens, Eu, -,Gd,O( 1)
and Eu, -,
Sm, 0(2). These curves are in fact typical for all
single-phase specimens (i.e., when no Eu304phase is present)? AH(T) drops steeply as T increases from -6 (where
8 is the paramagnetic Curie temperature) until Treaches a
value T,,, after which AH(T) increases almost linearly
over a large interval extending up to 400 K. For T > T,, the
curves can thus be characterized by their slope
y = dAH /dT, which is listed in the last column in Table I111.
Line widths. Our measured widths AH are in complete
agreement with the results found in Refs. 6. Doping changes
the values of AH,, = AH(T,, ) and y. The drop in AH,,
with increasing doping concentration is pronounced for Gd
and Sm but extremely slight for the case ofoxygen vacancies;
the indirect exchange theory's5 was used in Refs. 6 to explain
this behavior. The value of y at first increases; after the semiconductor-metal transition has occurred, y decreases in
Sm, 0)specimens but falls
some of the Eu, - ,Gd, 0 (Eu, -,
off only slightly in EuO, -,
. Moreover, for some of the
Gd, (Sm, ) O specimens (Nos. 1-3,5-7 in Table 111),
Eu, -,
y actually increases after the semiconductor-metal transition. We will discuss the reasons for this below.
Eflectiue g factor. The g-factor is defined as usual by

wheref is the oscillator frequency, p, is the Bohr magneton,
and H , is the resonance field. Our measured values for g are
accurate only to two decimal places, and the scatter in the y
values for some of the specimens is due to random lineshape
distortions having no influence on the resonance field. The
difference go - g has the same general behavior as y (here
go=: 1.99is theg-factor for En2+and Gd2+ in a cubic crystal

with an octahedral nearest-neighbor configurationY).Before
the semiconductor-metal transition, go - g also increases
with doping concentration from 0 to 0.02-0.03, while after
the transition it decreases almost to zero in the same Eu, -,
Gd, (Sm, ) O compounds for which y is found to decrease.
On the other hand, go - g remains well away from zero
( 0.02 - 0.03) for those metallic EuO, - ,and Eu, - ,Gd,
(Sm, ) 0 specimens for which y is large ( 0.7-0.9 Oe/K) .

-

-

3. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION

In view of the strength of the f-d exchange interaction
for E U +and
~ Gd+2ions (for which I, = 0.195 and 0.250eV,
respectively ),' we may assume that the EPR in doped EuO
has a "bottleneck" in which the rate-limiting process involves the excitation of the transverse components of the
total moment

where S is the total moment of the rare-earth spin subsystem
and S, is the total moment of the carriers. The technique due
to Mori in the theory of magnetic resonance and relaxation"
can be used to calculate the contribution from the carriers to
the g-factor and the EPR line width when h < k , T. We
have

whereg, is the spectroscopic splitting factor for the carriers,
Nis the number of sites in the rare-earth sublattice, S = 7/2,
and S , is the time derivative of the moment operator for the
carriers (it gives the change in the moment due to relativistic
interactions with the lattice). The experimental data imply
that for our specimens, the dominant spin-lattice relaxation
processes are the ones for which
ye(T) ,-ye = const ( T) for T , B .
(5)
We have g z g , and y 5 0.3 Oe/K for the nearly stoichiometric (Table I) and weakly doped specimens (Table 11, No.
1).

TABLE 11. Doped semiconducting specimens.

1. EuOI-,
2. Eu01-,
3. E ~ r - ~ G d , 0
4. Eul-,Gd,O
5 . Eui-,GdrO
6. EuOj-,
7 . EuOI-,
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(

/

r, ar.Od

-0.35
0.55.tO.02
0,15*0.02
0,90*0.02

-

-0.4

I

I

u.

npl.sm-l
1.2.10~~
4. 10-5
5.10~~
2.10-4
3.10-&
1.4,
5.10-~
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I

1

I

I

I

Specimen

n.

6.8.1012
2.101~

-

1014

-

9.101"
3.10f5

g

1.99(0)
1.98
1.98
1.99
1.97 ( 5 )
1.96
1.96

I

v.oe/x
0.25
0.6
0.6
0.14-0.2
0.8
1.1
1.1
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TABLE 111. Specimens with metallic conduction.
Specimen

I

x a

.

1

, c

m

I

n. m

- 3

I

We note that there ae no specimens for which y < 0.14
Oe/K, which suggests that there is an "intrinsic" contribution - AH, to the line width which is proportional to the
temperature: yo = dAHo/dT -0.15-0.2 Oe/K This contribution could be due to phonon modulation of the crystal and
dipole field^.^
The data in Tables I1 and I11 show that as already noted
(Sec. 2), the EPR parameters depend appreciably on the
doping concentration and on the departure from stoichiometry. Recourse to experimental results regarding the impurity
states and impurity conduction band in EuO is necessary in
order to explain this qualitatively.
The excess electrons in EuO, _,
are located near the
oxygen vacancies, and the observed activation energy for
conduction is equal to 0.3 eV for allx 5 0.35% ( T > 100 K ) ,
while the semiconductor-metal transition occurs when
x = x, -0.4% (Refs. 4, 7). Although it is widely assumed
that each Gd+2(4f 75d ) ion concentrations a 5d-electron to
the impurity state in materials doped with Gd
~
results have been obtained con(4f 75d ' 6 ~ ' ) , ' - conflicting
cerning the energy levels. For example, in their elaborate
numerical analysis of data on the magnetooptical effects associated with the free carriers, Schoens and Wachter4 concluded that the Gd donor level in EuO lies at a depth of0.017
eV. On the other hand, direct measurements on a large number of Eu, - ,Gd, 0 specimens grown under various conditions imply on activation energy of 0.4 eV (just as for
Eu, _ ,Gd, Se), while near the semiconductor-metal transiton (x, =. 1.1% ) the minimum activation energy is equal to
0.27 eV (Refs. 11, 12).
In Eu, _,
Sm, 0 the impurity state forms when a local
electron transition changes the valence of the samarium ion,
Sm+2(4f 6 , +Sm+3(4f 5, (this transition can be observed in
the LIIIx-ray absorption spectral3). The activation energy
and the critical concentration x, for Eu, _ ,Sm, 0 are roughly the same as for Eu, _,
Gd, 0 (Ref. 11).
Although the impurity states are different, measurements of the thermal emf" indicate that the density of states
in the impurity conduction bands is characterized by the
same effective mass m, = 1.1 m, for all the heavily doped
EuO, -,, Eu, _,Gd,O, and Eu,~,Sm,O specimens, in
good agreement with the results obtained in Ref. 14 from
energy band calculations for EuO. Analysis of data on the
red shift of the optical absorption edge for Eu, -,Gd,O
(Ref. 15) yields the same mass m,. Nevertheless, the free
energy concentrations n deviate appreciably from the doping concentration x/v,, where v, = a3/4 is the volume of the
EuO unit cell, for all but the most heavily doped metallic
Eu, _,Gd, (Sm, ) O specimens (Nos. 8-10 in Table 111).

'
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The deviation is particularly pronounced (roughly an order
of magnitude) for metallic E u 0 , - , (Table 111, No. 2 ) ,
whose conduction electron concentration is the maximum
possible for nonstoichiometric EuO when T > T,.
We will first estimate the contribution from the conduction electrons to the EPR parameters for the metallic specimens ( x >x, ). The experimental data in Refs. 11 and 12
indicate that the carriers are degenerate for the temperatures
of interest. The averages in ( 3 ) can be calculated by applying
degenerate perturbation theory (small d-f exchange parameter5) to the standard parabolic band model. We have

where the estimates are accurate to 1 part in lo4 and the
numericalvaluesIo=0.2eV,m=md = 1.1 m,,a= 5.13A
have been assumed. The value of ye is determined primarily
by impurity and phonon scattering of the conduction electrons accompanied by spin flip; these scattering mechanisms
are discussed in detail in Ref. 16 for ordinary semiconductors. Only impurity scattering satisfies the condition (5).17
Calculating ye under the above assumptions and using the
symmetry of the edge of the conduction band for EuO (Ref.
14), we obtain

where the parameter A characterizes the spin-orbit mixing
ofband states with opposite spin projections ( A =: /ageI, Ref.
16);xi = nu, is the concentration of impurity ions, with effective charge Z; x, is the static dielectric constant (x, = 24
for EuO, Ref. 4 ) , and

For the two Eu, - ,Gd, 0 specimens ( 8 and 10 in Table
111), the contribution ye = y - yo-0.2-0.8 Oe/K may be
attributed to the conduction electrons, since in this case xi
= x . The same is apparently also true for metallic
Sm, 0 (specimen No. 9 ) . Setting ye 0.2-0.3 Oe/K,
Eu, -,
xi = 1.6. lop2, Z = 1, and v = 0.5-0.6 in (7), we find that

-

With this estimate, ( 6 ) gives the bound
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I g-g, 1 G ? o - ~ ,

(9)

for the shift in theg-factor for these specimens, in agreement
with the experimental data (specimens 8-10 in Table 111).
We note that the result (8) is quite plausible if Elliot's estimate"

remains valid for an impurity band, in which case AE should
be comparable to the band width. Since the spin-orbit interaction constant A for the Sd-electrons in Eu+? and Gd+2is
of the order of 0.1 eV (Ref. 1), the estimates (8) and ( 10)
imply that AE-0.1 eV, in agreement with the effective mass
(AE-fi2K 2,,,/2m).
The estimates (7)-(9) and the experimental data on n
indicate that for specimens 1-7 the conduction electrons can
alter the EPR parameters only slightly, by less than the experimental error. Thus for specimens with x < x , , and also
for metallic specimens in which the concentration of impurity centers differs appreciably from the free carrier concentration, localized states filled with electrons must be responsible for the observed changes in the EPR parameters. It is
clear from Eq. ( 3 ) that these states must be quite deep, i.e.,
(Sg, I is 1 [on the other hand, the estimate (8) is reasonable for shallow states]. Although the mechanism by which
these states are generated must clearly depend on how the
materials are doped, it seems likely that localization within
,for example, the
clusters is involved in all cases. In EuO, _,
donor electrons are actually localized not at the centers but
within clusters of Eu ions surrounding a vacancy. Since no
decrease in the activation energy is observed even for
x-0.35%, there can be little overlap among these states
even when x becomes quite large.'." The large difference
between n and x/v, noted above indicates that even after the
semiconductor-metal transition occurs, a substantial fraction of the electrons remain in localized (Anderson) states.
Our EPR data suggest indirectly that deep states in the
EuO, - ,impurity band are also important when x > x,. This
can be explained qualitatively as follows. Owing to the highly ionic nature of the compound EuO, as the free carrier
concentration rises the increase in the energy of the metallic
bonds eventually fails to offset the loss in the electrostatic
energy caused by local deviations from electrical neutrality.
Clusters can also form in specimens doped with Gd or
Sm. Indeed, either excess metal or excess oxygen may be
present in Eu, _,
R,O solid solutions grown by the standard
technique^.'-^ In the first case the clusters are centered
around oxygen vacancies, while in the second case they contain both E u + and
~ Euf ions (the latter are produced together with europium vacancies4~'). The impurity state
formed by a Gd or Sm ion in such a cluster will differ from
the donor Gd or Sm states in a stoichiometric environment.
The latter probably correspond to the "shallow" states in
Eu, -,
Gd, 0 which have been observed in optical experiments but which are masked in transport experiments by
deep states in the clusters. Beyond the semiconductor-metal
transition, x and x, for EU,- ,Gd, 0 are more nearly equal
than for EuO, -,(x, - 0 . 5 ~for specimens 4 and 5 in Table
111). The EPR experiments for Eu, - ,Gd, (Sm, ) O for
x > x, show that below the mobility threshold, either shallow states (specimen 4 ) or deep states (specimens l , 3, 5-7)

-
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may dominate in these materials. The shallow states have
little influence on y and contribute imperceptibly to go - g.
A similar situation may also be observed when x <x,.
Indeed, the doping concentration for specimen 4 in Table I1
was too low to affect the EPR parameters. Nevertheless, its
conductivity was four times greater than for the more heavily doped Eu, _,Gd,O (specimen 3), and was almost the
same as for specimen 5, for which x was near the critical
value for the semiconductor-metal transition. Possibly, the
impurity in specimen 4 remained as individual ions, while in
specimens 3 and 5 many of the ions were present in clusters.
We have already noted that the europium vacancies in these
clusters are not acceptors in the usual sense; however, they
should have significant compensating properties and appreciably decrease the conductivity of the specimens.
Since the structure of the impurity state is not known,
we consider a very simple generalization of the Kasuya-Yanase model.18Thed-electron in the magnetic impurity state is
assumed to move in the slightly distorted field of the octahedral complex, and we use the simple term

to describe the exchange interaction between an electron of
spins and the E u + ions
~ in a cluster. Here A, is the average
d-fexchange parameter inside the cluster, whose total spin is
S,. We assume that we have the inequalities

where A, is the spin-orbit splitting and A,, is the splitting
caused by the noncubic component of the crystal field. Using
the crystal field theory9 and the results in Ref. 19, we find
from Eq. ( 3) that

Here the factor 0 < k < 1 allows for the decrease in the orbital
momentum due to the fact that the bonds are partially covalent (A, - k ) , 9 x,, is the cluster concentration, N, is the
~ in a cluster, B, is the Brillouin funcnumber of E u + ions
tion, and 8, is the paramagnetic Curie temperature for stoichiometric EuO (Refs. 1-4).
Equation ( 13) predicts the correct sign ( g - go < 0) ,
since the contribution of the orbital momentum makes g,
strictly less than 2. According to ( 12), we have lage( 2, so
that the magnitude of the small difference g, - g depends
only on x, and T. The measurements of the paramagnetic
susceptibility of Eu, - ,Gd,O in Ref. 20 yield the estimate
Ae/k, 80 K, which implies that ( 13) correctly describes
the observed difference g, - g if x,, 0.5 - 1%. Formula
( 13) also predicts an increase in go - g with decreasing temperature. This behavior is in fact observed for all specimens
for which go - g 2 10W2at room temperature. Unfortunately, it is difficult to distinguish this effect, which is due to an
increase in the local spin of the clusters, from the effects of
magnetization reversal, which become significant even for
T-200 K owing to the "tail" in the magnetization curve
(since H 0).
We observe in closing that the large values of y for these
specimens (Nos. 3-7 in Table I1 and 5-7 in Table 111) are
probably caused by the spin-lattice relaxation of the impuri-

-

-

-

+
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ty electrons in the clusters that accompanies the phonon
modulation of the crystal fields. Indeed, the interaction ( 11)
splits the energy level of an electron bound to an impurity
into numerous sublevels with spacing A, < k , T (Ref. 18)
and thereby enhances the Orbach relaxation," for which ( 5 )
is satisfied.
We are deeply grateful to A. A. Samokhvalov for his
unflagging interest in this work.
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